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Hey All is an App that provides fast and effective communication within the 
event industry. Connecting the Host with the supplier and the suppliers 
together in a touch of a button. 

The main features of the App for the Host will allow the person planning the 
event to invite all of their suppliers into one chat forum, fill in a run sheet for 
their event day and keep track of their guest list. These features can both be 
downloaded as a PDF and shared between suppliers.

For the Suppliers, it is a free App that they can utilise as an event planner, keep 
track of their event dates, locations and timing to ensure nothing is overlooked 
on their end. As an Event Florist, this feature will save me a lot of time and 
stress.

Vision & Value Proposition
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As an event supplier, I find it hard to 

gain and remain in contact with 

suppliers I need to talk to before the 

event.

Having on going conversation email 

trails between brides and vendors and 

vendors with vendors is very time 

consuming.

No communication  
between suppliers

Vendors fear of missing an 
event date

Supplier Problems

Ongoing Email trail of 
conversations

There has been cases where a supplier 

has either double booked or missed an 

event date, this is an extremely stressful 

part of working in the event world.

With years of experience within the wedding and event industry, I have 
noticed communication issues with the host and fellow suppliers whilst 
planning and executing an event
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With the amount of to do's to plan a 

big event the host can keep all of the 

planning and communication in one 

app.

Wedding planners can cost upwards 

of $1,000 to help plan an event, in 

many cases this cost is not within the 

budget.

Planning an event is 
stressful

Changes on the day is 
stressful

Host Problems
Wedding planners are 
expensive

Wet weather, emergency, change of 

plan or even Covid restrictions? All 

things that are very stressful for a host 

to arrange on the day of the event. 

More then 50% of brides that I have worked 
with find the process of planning a wedding 
event stressful.
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Suppliers keep track of their events - Suppliers make mistakes, some double book or miss 
very important event dates. This will not happen if they have this App. Why? The Vendor will have all of their 
event dates and information on their dashboard which they can view at any time.

Last minute changes - Covid Out Break, Natural Disaster or Schedule amendments. Imagine being a 
host that has spent thousands of dollars on an event, imagine having to change your plans and contact 
several different suppliers to make sure they know the changes. This can broadcasted on the App to all 
suppliers.

Event coordination tool - The suppliers will have access to their own event calendar to keep up to 
date with their scheduled event dates. They will also have access to the event’s location, times and host's 
contact details at the touch of a button.

Its all about communication to make sure the day runs smoothly.

Supplier Solutions
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Communication - Allowing the host to invite all of their suppliers in one space, connecting 
the host with their suppliers and suppliers with each other.

Host planning tools that matter - The host will have the ability to create and share 
their Run Sheet, Guest Lists and Mood Board. They will also be able to access a to do list.

Unnecessary Stress - I ask all of my couples how they have found the wedding planning, 
the common response is I can’t wait until it’s over. Why? Because there is no space to bring all their 
suppliers together to work together to make sure the day runs smoothly for their client.

The cost of an Event Planner - It can cost thousands to hire an event planner that does 
everything this App will do. After 50 plus events that I have been apart of only one planner had 
hired an event planner.

Having all of the suppliers in one place at the touch of a button

Host Solutions
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The idea was hatched in October 2020  after 
some research into App development. I worked 
with Appetiser to create a unique prototype 
called WedConnect, an App that focused on 
Wedding Planning.

2020

We finished the prototype in February 2021, 
after getting the quote for development from 
Appetiser I sourced another quote from 
Appello.

2021

After deciding to go with Appello, I went on 
to purchasing the business name 
Wedconnect and the Domain name. I 
commenced designing the branding.

2021 March

I reached out to a Solicitor and an Accountant to start the 
process of finding investors.  After completing my business 
plan, I discovered a US based entity had registered 
WedConnect. 

April 2021

This is when Hey All started. I decided to expand it 
from only weddings to all events for strategic reasons.

May 2021

Started to survey vendors and brides that I have 
worked with to pitch my concept and completed 
my Pitch Deck and Business plan to seek 
investment.

June 2021

Our Journey
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Using 3rd party advertising companies 

to increase revenue.

This will only be used for host’s that 

are not a premium paying customer.

The freemium business model allows 

users to utilise basic features of the 

Hey All App for free they will then 

charge for "upgrades" to the basic 

package. For companies just starting 

out it is a popular tactic to lure users 

to their tool or App.

Freemium Upsell

Revenue Model

Advertising

With the launch of Hey All there will be two revenue streams. These will be Advertising and Freemium 
Upsell.
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The host will be able to create their event for free 
although they will have limited access to features. 
To upgrade to premium the host will be charged 
$7.95 per month.  

Revenue Model
H
os

t

Su
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Free 
Version

Premium
Subscription

Chat Function Yes Yes

Suppliers Up to 3 Unlimited

Run Sheet Up to 3 slots Unlimited + PDF

Guest List Up to 10 Unlimited

Mood Board No Yes

To do List Yes Yes

Pop-up ads On Off

Adding other 
events No Yes

Due to the supplier being a critical enabler of the core 
communication function of Hey All and after completing 
market research on other Supplier CRM tools, we have 
decided not to charge them for the download and use of 
the app. 

We believe that this will increase our user reach and help 
the initial growth of Hey All. 

We will be introducing paid advertising for the suppliers in 
the development of Version #2
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Event 
Suppliers

We will target event supplier businesses that are in Australia 
and are wanting to up level their own business and decrease 

their stress whilst executing events for their clients.

Types of Events 
Wedding, Engagement, Birthday, Baby Shower,

Bridal Shower, Hens Party, Bucks Party, Christmas Party, 
Fundraiser, Christening, Barmitzva, Work Function, Vow 

Renewal, Marketing Party, Festival, Conference, Seminar, Ball, 
Formal, Party

Our Target Market
Event 
Host

Women between 20 -35 located within Australia that are 
planning a big event and are wanting to streamline the 
communication and decrease their stress whilst in the 

planning process.

Types of Suppliers 
Venue, Planner/stylist, Videographer, Photographer

Celebrant, Band/DJ, Florist, Hair, Makeup, 
Graphic Design/Printing, Catering, Cake,

Marquee, Glamping, Favours, Amenties, Event Hire
Accommodation/Airbnb
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Benefits
How are we going to create a successful product for our target market?

ü The Apps core function is fast & effective communication at the Host’s and Supplier’s 
fingertips, with an intuitive user interface and experience without complicating the 
issue we are aiming to resolve. 

ü As we have a wide range of reach, we will be available anywhere within Australia on all 
mobile devices including Apple & Android and future expansion to desktop.

ü We will use beta testing to work towards developing a product with minimal glitches. 
We will work to ensure no loss of content that is saved to the network and allow hosts 
to export to PDF if they wish to share with family and friends.

ü We aim to be an affordable alternative for all types of events and target markets as we 
understand not everyone has the budget to hire an event planner service.
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Direct Competitors
Planning. Wedding Easy Weddings Wedding Piece

Location United States Australia Australia

Chat Function No, you can not connect and chat 
with all the vendors working on an 

event

No, you can not connect and chat 
with all the vendors working on a 

event

Can chat direct to obtain a 
quote and book through app, 
you can not chat and connect 

with all of your suppliers 
together.

Host Planner tool Yes it has a budget, guest list and to 
do feature

Yes it has Yes it has a budget, 
guest list and to do feature, you 

can list your suppliers if they 
advertise with Easy Weddings

Yes it has a budget, guest list 
and to do feature. The host can 
contact vendors that advertise 
through the app and ask about 

a quote.

Supplier Planner Tools Yes No, just wedding Supplier 
Advertising

Yes, Calendar Feature the 
vendor can advertise through 

the app

Cost $12 per month for Suppliers Vendor pays $33 per month to 
advertise

Takes 10% off the suppliers if 
the wedding is paid for through 

the app.
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Indirect Competitors

.

Family Wall Doodle Aisle Planner

Location US based can be used 
worldwide

US based can be used
worldwide

World Wide
US Currency

Chat Function Yes, you can chat with your 
family in a chat forum.

No, you can send emails to multiple 
people with ease

No, you can not connect and chat 
with all the vendors working on a 

event

Host Planner tool No, it is directed to families Used mainly by businesses for the 
purpose of scheduling meetings 

rather than personal events.

No

Supplier Planner Tools No No Yes, focused on wedding planners

Cost $6.99 per month or $66.99 
for the family.

$6.96 USD per month Between $39.99 - $129.99 this 
depends on the amount of bookings
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Marketing  Strategies 
Wedding Expos/open days 

Working with Event expos to sponsor their carry bags or lanyards with our branding.

Business Collaboration
Collaboration with wedding/event directory businesses and supplying them with a discount code to share with their audience.

Influencer Collaboration 
Collaboration with influencers that would target our host’s audience, young women that are planning big events.

Social Media Ads
Using mostly Facebook and Instagram to reach a large demographic audience.

Explainer videos 
An explainer video to explain our intentions for the app and what the features do, we will focus on the Communication chat function. 

Podcasts
Doing podcast to explain my idea and why I came up with the concept along with the app development process.
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How is Hey All going to stand out 

Hey All will be unique, not only with the features that 
we will offer but by focusing on our niche and making 
sure we don't overcomplicate it. 

We will enter the market with a powerful message: 
Helping the Supplier and Host with fast and effective 
communication whilst creating a successful event and 
reducing the stress that comes with it. 

Our branding and marketing will have a fun and unique 
visual that will capture our target market, creating 
interest from our Hosts and suppliers.

Marketing Vision 
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Version #2
Our next stage of development will include Supplier advertising. 
Suppliers will be able to upload advertising content and availability. 
The Host will be able to search the comprehensive database to find 
suppliers that are available for their wedding date. This removes the 
stress of waiting for suppliers to respond to email queries, texts or 
voicemails. The Vendors will pay a fee to advertise on the platform. 
We will also add in a budget feature. This feature will help the Host 
keep to their budget and up to date with what needs to be paid and 
when.

Release Roadmap
Version #1
The app's initial launch will focus on the issue at hand, implementing 
effective communication and connecting the Host with all of their Suppliers 
and Suppliers with each other. To achieve this goal, the app will be designed 
with a friendly and relaxed user interface experience and not filled with 
features that are not vital for our customers. It is crucial not to 
overcomplicate the app to make it confusing for both the Host and Supplier.
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Version #2

App 
Dashboard
Host Dashboard
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App 
Dashboard
Supplier Dashboard



Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at:
info@heyall.co

0478 831 342

Amelia Hall

i

mailto:info@heyall.commail.me

